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If you are a player who used to stick with your Nintendo system in the 80s, you will know about punch-out - a famous boxing game among older generations. Punch Hero is another version of Punch-Out except for bright 3D graphics and catchy gameplay. This game has not changed much compared to its predecessor 30 years ago. People call the hero
punch junk game because, in the hero punch, you will have to face the football player, the samurai, and sometimes the spirit of the deceased pirates. However, it is also a strong point that makes this game entertaining and more attractive. Let's learn more about this funny boxing game with our detailed review of the punch hero below. StoryLet train your
strength, hook punches and suppcuts in the training center, while accumulating special skills and power moves in the skill store. With fun 3D graphics, Punch Hero is highly addictive. This game can pose a difficult challenge for those who accidentally touch it. Like a punch-out, punch hero has no plot and does not need a plot. You will name your character
and enter Arcade mode. Players will have to fight with 18 opponents, and new challenges will emerge every time you defeat the enemy. Competitors do not come with excellent reflective skill. But at least you won't be disappointed in arcade mode, you'll have to face a football player, a samurai, and possibly the spirit of the deceased pirates. Each opponent
has a unique style of play, and players will need to recognize and find ways to fight again by exploiting their weaknesses. None of your opponents follow the rules. And if you want to win, you must master the necessary skills such as jab, hooks, Uppercuts, Block, and weave. Quick feedback is one of the necessary elements in this game. In the hero punch,
you must beat 22 fighters. Each of them comes as a different character with different strong and weak points. Your job is to find their weaknesses to beat them of course, you have to be fluent in boxing skills. The result of the match depends on your defensive and offensive skills. If you win, you can get a gold bonus. You can use this gold to buy new skills,
customs, and training for the next game. Of course, if you are good enough, your level will be raised with more skills, habits, and more powerful opponents. If you want to shorten the time, you can buy in-app purchases to buy things sooner. However, we do not believe it is necessary because you can only buy customs the next level. What we love most about
Punch Hero is an easy-to-use design. It is an effort to control that even kids can play with any difficulty. Of course, we do not recommend this game for kids because it is a little violent. Back to the punch hero, you just need to swipe left if you want to perform hooks, taps for punches, and make swipes upward if you want to make And if you want to put a
guard, you need to press for a few seconds on the screens. Besides, there are many movements that you can make with just a touch and move your hands on the screen. For example, you should quickly tap the screen every time you are dropped to stand back. This game is perfect for quick reflexes and mix eyes and hands. If you pay attention, you will see
this game has a very good simulation of boxing techniques. We love the way developers slow down when dodging a punch. Sometimes it is not easy if you want to level up quickly because you have to master the first skills. Besides, this is also a game where you will learn the terms of specializing in boxing. Except for some strange opponents, description,
sounds, and actions in this game are real. Therefore, it is best for boxing fans without a doubt. Punch Hero modes two: one player and two players. In particular, one player does not require Wi-Fi or Internet. You can run it offline, and the system will count the result of your battle. In single player mode, you will fight with a different fighter to win the highest
rank. Each player has different stats, but later, boxers are more substantial than the player's index to increase the difficulty. The player is arched to have some tactics. However, if you want to play with your partner, you should play online. With two players mode, you can chat with your partner. But we don't think this feature is useful because your hands will
always be busy with moves. Finally, you have no choice except arcade mode. It's not a big problem for beginners or amateur players because the arcade option is enough for them. However, if you are a professional gaming, it is not as fun as you would expect. So, we suggest that you shouldn't expect much for this 3D boxing punch game. If you are
interested in graphics in Gamevil games, punch hero will not make you very disappointed. The only highlight of the graphics design in the game is hundreds of different characters. Punch Hero is a boxing game, but your opponents are not necessary boxer. The developer's team was creative when designing hundreds of different characters with funny
definition properties. Besides, the facial expressions are also the allure of the hero punch, especially when you get hit. It was hilarious and made the players very interested. If you want professional graphics design, this game is not the first choice for you. But if you want something funny to entertain, there's nothing better than Punch Hero.The sound system
as the manufacturers care about it. For example, the game soundtrack is good, and the opponent screams when he hits You ask the most important attribute of the punch hero, the answer must be the sound effect. The sound effect is also something we love most in this game. All of them are made in a very thoughtful and funny way. You can easily adjust the
game's volume and mute the sound when necessary. However, a punch hero without a voice is not a punch hero anymore. So please remember to bring your headphones! With many game modes and options, Punch Hero will give you hours of endless boxing action. If you love boxing games with a few actors in the game industry, why not play punch hero?
Perhaps the only thing the game needs are zombies as opponents. Punch Hero brings the fun of effects and nuances of the character's face in the game. It is a noticeable difference in this kind of violent and intense boxing game. The game does not require a stable configuration to experience. You can enjoy this game with a mid-range configuration phone.
The game is currently available on both iOS and Android. Home » Fighting » Punch Hero Mod APK 1.3.7 (Unlimited Money) » Latest Mod Version Features Unlimited Money How to Install APKs Package (Split APKs)? ❯ install and open the installed APKDONE. Click the APKs install button and select all APK files in the APKs package. Click the Select
button to start the installation process. 1.3.8 08.03.2018 Page 2 1.3.8 08.03.2018 Page 3 1.3.8 08.03.2018 Page 4 Minor Fixedtact GAMEVIL Inc. @Tips and Tricks: : [Email protected] gamevilusa.com description of the hero punch (Mod Money) hit 'em where it hurts! The ultimate boxing game on mobile! Come swing your fists in this immersive portable
boxing game. Sharpen your punches, hooks and uppercuts in the training center while accumulating special skills and power moves in the skill store. Presented in hilarious 3D, The Punch Hero is... See more hit 'em where it hurts! The ultimate boxing game on mobile! Come swing your fists in this immersive portable boxing game. Sharpen your punches,
hooks and uppercuts in the training center while accumulating special skills and power moves in the skill store. Made in hilarious 3D, Punch Hero is as addictive as it is challenging. With multiple modes of play and customizable options, Punch Hero offers hours of endless boxing action! • • • Features • • • • • Adrenaline Pumping Boxing Action • Delivering
quick punches, hooks, uppercuts and serving brutal knockout punches as you fight your opponent. • Customize the character • Give yourself a gnarly beard or maybe some cool shades as you dress up your character in a costume shop with performance enhancing items. • Build intense skills in three different modes! • Fight with new competitors in arcade
mode, amateur mode and Pro mode as Level up and sharpen your punches, hooks and uppercuts. • Add your own face! • Throw your friend (or enemy) into the ring by creating your own rival in the Challenger record. Put their pictures in the frame and fight them in a virtual loop. • Achievements center game •Play in cemetery mode as you go 1 on 1 with all
players or friends through Gamecenter. • • News and Events • Http://www.gamevil.com Facebook Twitter YouTube There may be additional costs when trying to get some items.* Android 7.0 or previous version of the service requires: politics: The Hero Punch for Android download shots and install punch apk on Android in another to have a seamless
experience, it is important to know how to use APK or APK MOD once downloaded to your device. APK files are raw files from an Android application similar to how .exe is for Windows. The APK means Android Kit Pack (APK for a short time). This is the form of the package file used by the Android operating system to distribute and install mobile
applications. &lt;br&gt; in 4 simple steps, it will show you how to use the punch hero.apk on your phone once you have downloaded it. Step 1: Download the punch hero.apk on your device you can do it now, using any of the download mirrors below. 99% guaranteed to work. If you download aPK to a computer, make sure you transfer it to your Android
device.   Step 2: Allow third-party apps on your device. To install punch hero.apk, be sure that third-party applications are currently enabled as a source of installation. Just go to the &gt; Security &gt; settings and check unknown sources to allow your phone to install apps from sources other than the Google Play Store. On Android 8.0 Oreo, instead of
checking a universal setting to allow installation from unknown sources, you will be asked to allow the browser or file manager to install APKs the first time you try to do so. Step 3: Gott File Manager or browser site will now need to locate the punch hero.apk file you have just downloaded. If you prefer, you can also download the file manager application here
so you can easily find the files on your Android device. Once you have a hero punch site .apk the file, click it and the normal installation process will begin. Click Yes when you claim anything. However, be sure to read all the claims that appear on the screen. Step 4: Enjoy the punch hero has now been installed on your device. Enjoy! Are APK files secure?
Ignore any rumors or site that says otherwise. APK files are generally as secure as .exe a Windows computer file and therefore, the most important thing to note is that you should always download it from trusted websites. You generally don't have Worry about as we have provided some of the safest sites in our APK download mirrors below. Thanks for
reading this tutorial. Download the app below! Punch Hero v1.3.6 APK Download Mirrors What's New in Punch Hero v1.3.6 Release Date: 2014-05-29 Current version: 1.3.6 File size: 89.46 MB Developer: GAMEVIL Compatibility Company: requires iOS 4.3 or later. Or Android KitKat 4.4, Lollipop 5.0, Marshmallow 6.0, Nougat 7.0, Oreo 8.0, Android P 9.0 or
new new!! An open shopping capsule now! Choose and upgrade your costumes! Check them out at zee's store! - Go to zee &gt; shopping capsule to select. - In capsule shop, you can choose powerful items like golden knight set. The maximum level is lower than the fashion store! - You can find a VIP capsule with a skull banking set during the event only!
Don't miss this great opportunity! More upgrades! More power! - Item upgrades (fashion, periodic belts) - if the same item is selected, the item will be upgraded. All statistics will be increased. - Items that don't have boosts like hair items will have stats boosts once upgraded. - You will receive boosts on the league belt with winning the league. It's all about the
items! - Buy all the items available at Zee Store at a lower price! - Many items' stats have been increased. Don't be afraid of zombies! - Adjust zombie difficulty mode! - Compete with your friends for the highest score! Get ready for the fierce game! ---------------------------------------------------- other GAMEVIL games game game penguin AREL WARS baseball
stars ® 2012 Cartoon Wars: Gunner + Chalk N' Cheese Talk Please DESTINIA Fighter City Frick Battle ILLUSIA KAMI Retro Latest War Star Wars Football ® 20 Pro Zenonia ® 4 ---------------------------------------------------- News and Events website Http://facebook.com/gamevil Facebook Twitter YouTube Terms of Service: APK Mirror 1: Download APK APK
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